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Let’s Talk: Media 
 
A. Vocabulary 
 

a. media  1. cause somebody to adopt a certain position, belief,  
    or course of action 

b. inform  2. to become or make something become larger in  
size, scope, or extent, or greater in number or amount 

c. influence  3. provide entertainment for 
 

d. expand  4. the means of communicating to many people,  
    especially television, radio, newspapers, internet 

e. persuade  5. give support or approval 
 
f. entertain  6. to have an effect on somebody that helps to  

determine that person's actions, behavior, or way of thinking 
g. commercials 7. a company emblem or symbol 

 
h. endorse  8. a commercially sponsored ad on radio or television 

 
i. target audience 9. to communicate information or knowledge to  

    somebody 
j. logo  10. specific group to which advertising/media is  

      directed 
 
B. Reading 
 

Persuasion is everywhere. 
 
I once tried to count the number of direct attempts to control my thoughts and behavior I 
encountered in a single day. This included people requesting me to do things, forcing me 
to do things, asking me to buy things, telling me to pay for things, showing me where to 
stop and when to go, suggesting how I should think about things, offering me slogans to 
repeat, songs to remember, attitudes to change, and ideologies to believe. I avoided the 
morning newspaper and radio program, because I knew I couldn't count that fast. By the 
time I reached my office at mid-morning, I lost count somewhere around 500.  
 
by Kelton Rhoads, PhD 
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C. Discussion 
 

a. What kinds of media do you enjoy? 
 

b. What do you dislike in the media? 
 
c. How many hours per day are you exposed to different forms of media? 

 
d. What have you bought or done because of the influence of media? 

 
e. How has media affected your opinion and beliefs? 

 
f. What kinds of bias do you see in the media? 

 
g. What role does the media play in shaping public opinion? Government policy? 

 
h. How has media expanded your understanding and knowledge of things? 

 
i. How does the media influence your life? 

 
j. If you could change two things about the mass media, what would they be? 

 
D. Writing Extension 
 

a. Write a short paragraph with the purpose of persuading, informing, or entertaining an 
audience. First, choose a product, idea, fact, or opinion. Then, choose a target 
audience. Be prepared to present your ideas to the class. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


